**EVENT REPORT**

**Event name:** EBSB (Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat) Abhiyan Activity.

**Concept:** Screening of a short film based on the paired state – Odisha.

**Goals:** To celebrate ‘Unity in Diversity’ by invoking a spirit of National Integration in the students.

**Event Date:** 15th January, 2020.

**Total number of male volunteers:** 22

**Total number of female volunteers:** 16

**Total number of NSS volunteers:** 38

**Location:** Ramrao Adik Institute of Technology, Nerul.

**Event Details:**

- NSS-RAIT conducted the screening of a short film about Odisha.
- The film gave an insight into the state’s history, culture, tourism, problems and much more.
- The volunteers got know about paired states history, geography and their basic lifestyle. Volunteers were intrigued and started asking questions about the paired state and they asked about how the problems persisting in the State could be tackled.
- A Lecture Programme followed the discussion, in which volunteers actively took part to know more about Odisha.

**Event Summary:** “Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat” emphasizes on the need of Unity and Nation Integrity for the prosperity of India. As a part of this Abhiyan, NSS-RAIT conducted the screening of a short film, followed by discussions and lectures on their paired state- Odisha.